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Just my opinion, as usual, based here on using two things on my head called eyes.

Or I should say, who forgot to drug test Tiger at the Masters?  I said in my last paper on Lance that they
were letting everyone pass now in all sports, and this is just the easiest proof of it.  Look at the size of
him!   Look at the size of his arms, including his forearms!  Look at the size of his neck!  He looks like
he is on the DeChambeau PED regimen now.   Compare him to just a few years ago:

He isn't 24 there, since he is with Elin.  He's about 30 there, with a 16-inch neck instead of a 20-inch
neck.  



There is a pre-PED tiger.  Ask yourself this: why does Tiger need all those muscles now to play golf?
Do you need muscles like that to play golf?  Does it help your game?  No, there is no bench press
contest between nines.  There is no shirtless pose-off for the crowd at 18.  Tiger can't seem to figure out
why his game has gone south, why he can't keep it going for four rounds.  We are supposed to think it
is because he is 48.  But Tom Watson and Sam Snead were still competitive in major championships
into their 50s.  They weren't on PEDs.  

I will be told people naturally gain weight as they grow older.  Yeah, if they eat more and exercise less
they do, but otherwise they don't.  I am the same weight in my 60s I was in my 20s.  My neck size is
the same.  My forearms are still small.  I don't have any trouble playing 18 holes of golf, but that is
because I am not pigging out on PEDs.  I haven't overstressed my body with unnatural drugs.  

I don't understand how Tiger can show up at the Masters looking like that and absolutely no one
comments on it.  I did a search on the question and only got articles saying he couldn't win anymore:

Woods, whose world ranking has plummeted to 959th, has played in only one tournament this
year, and he failed to make it through two rounds — withdrawing from the second round of the
Genesis Invitational in February with the fu.

Nothing about him being the size of Jack Reacher.  Nothing about PEDs being the reason he is falling
apart physically.  It is the flu or the car wreck or the knee surgeries, yada yada.  Yeah, maybe it is the
knee surgeries, in part, but you know why his knees failed early? Too much pressure from those fake
muscles.  The constant illnesses may also be a side-effect of the PEDs, since they overstress and
eventually weaken all the body's systems, especially the liver and kidneys.  All for vanity, because I
guess he thinks he looks good like that.  I think it makes him look like a gay pornstar, and he just needs
the tats to match now.  But nobody can state the obvious.  Nobody seems to remember that until the
past 15 years or so, golfers never looked like that.  Athletes in most sports didn't look like that because
there was no need to look like that.  If you aren't competing in weightlifting or shot put, there is no
reason to have huge arms like that.  There is no reason to have a huge neck like that.  In golf, there is
every reason NOT to have those things, since in golf you want to be loose and fluid.  Muscles like that
just bind you up.  

https://nypost.com/2024/04/09/sports/tigers-woods-is-fooling-himself-at-the-masters/


Tiger won the Masters in 1997 by 12 shots with the kind of body I have, so what did he think: gaining
30 pounds of muscle like some steroid steer would help him win by 24?  No, all he needed to do is
maintain, right?   If it ain't broke, don't fix it. 

Kids, if you are eating right, your body ain't broke, so there is no need to fix it.  You don't need to
further enrich the Phoenicians by buying a lot of supplements—PEDs, vitamins, or otherwise.  Most
vitamins on the market are poison, so unless you know exactly what you are doing you are best off
avoiding them all.  The vitamin industry is largely a scam.  And the PED industry is even worse, since
there is no right product and dosage there.  It is all bad.  Put simply: your body isn't meant to look like
that.  Until recently, no one ever looked like that in history, not even the greatest athletes.  It is now the
product of dangerous drugs in every single situation, and the people claiming to do it without drugs are
lying.  As usual you are being hypnotized by the advertisers into buying these drugs and supplements,
and someday you will regret it, just like Tiger should now be regretting it. I guarantee you
DeChambeau will regret it someday, too.  The only ones who don't regret it are the ones who die
immediately by a massive heart attack at age 40 or something, and don't have time to regret it.  

PEDs are actually a misnomer is most cases, since they don't enhance performance.  Have they
enhanced Tiger's performance?  What about Adam Scott?   Did they enhance his performance?  The
only thing Tiger has enhanced is the sheer size of his body, which has harmed his performance, not
enhanced it.  

How about Mickey Rourke?  Was his acting enhanced by PEDs?  How about CarrotTop?  Was his
comedy routine enhanced by PEDs?  How about Jake Gyllenhaal, in the new Roadhouse movie?  Do
you think that will take him to the next level?  Win him an Oscar?  No, it will just tank his career all the
faster.  Yes, a few actors have built their careers on PEDs, but they are all aging poorly.  The ones that
don't already regret it soon will.  

    
If Stallone isn't regretting it, his ex-wife is, whose portrait Sly replaced with his rottweiler.  Nice!
BTW, I bet you think Sly is Italian.  Nope, his mother is an Ashkenazi Jew, nee Labofisz (also
Lemlich).  His father is also a Patarino and a Masi, so he is Jewish on that side, too.  Masi was
previously Masini, and the famous artist Masaccio was a Masi.  They were counts of Piedmont, and as



in the UK, all nobles in Italy were Phoenicians/Jews.  That's how Stallone got into Hollywood, of
course.  Hollywood has a bye for Jews, not for Italians.  

  
He looks good (though dumb) in the first photo, so what was the problem he was trying to solve?
PEDs can't make you smarter, only dumber.  The second photo is freak and the third is superfreak.  But
they have convinced a lot of guys that is something to strive for.  Why?  Because the first photo you
can get for free.  The other two are thousands and then millions of dollars of HGH and other drugs over
50 years.  Stallone is on so many drugs he has to carry a huge stash when he travels.  Remember when
he got caught at the airport with a whole suitcase full of HGH?   It was illegal but of course he skated.

I also draw your attention to the fact the third photo is part CGI.  His abs don't match the second one,
do they?  Can PEDs change the conformation of your abs, straightening out the lines?  

But this is what Tiger wanted to look like, even if it screwed up his golf game.  So I guess the drugs
didn't make Tiger any smarter, either. 

I also find it weird that Tiger now has no sponsors.  Zero.  The only thing he has on his shirts, hats and
bags is his own Tiger emblem.  But he is still Tiger, isn't he?  Famous with lots of fans?  The first thing
the media talks about at the Masters?  If eyes are still on him, he should still be good for advertising,
right?  So this makes no sense.  With his big fake muscles, Tiger should see DeChambeau's sponsors
all over him as well, using him to sell Orgain shakes and whatnot.  Was his star really dulled that much
by his fake divorce and all that Men-are-Pigs vaudeville?  Hard to believe Intel turned on a dime like
that, suddenly finding their Men-are-Pigs scripts more important than the old Tiger script and
promotion.  But I remind myself that the Tiger project was partly about healing the black/white rift, and
Intel has done a 180 on that in the past decade, as we know.  They are now all about manufacturing a
race war to hide behind.  So I guess that is why Tiger can't have any sponsors.       


